
UAP 
abbreviation  

unidentified aerial phenomenon:  

a phenomenon or object in the 

atmosphere, observed from the ground or 

the air, whose nature or cause remains 

unexplained even after subsequent 

scientific analysis.

parklet 
noun [ pahrk-lit ]


an urban space for sitting, dining, or 

enjoying greenery, established where the 

sidewalk meets the street, often 

repurposing on-street parking spaces and 

part of the sidewalk.

ranked-choice voting  
noun [ rangkt-chois voh-ting ]


a voting system in which voters rank candidates as 

their first choice, second choice, etc.: If no candidate 

gets enough votes in the first round, the one in last 

place is eliminated and the remaining ones move to 

the next round, in which votes for the eliminated 

candidate are transferred to the voters' second 

choice. Abbreviation: RCV

memeify 
verb [ mee-muh-fahy ]


to turn into a meme; make the  

subject of a meme.

Generation A 
noun [ jen-uh-rey-shuhn ey ]


the generation born between about  

2010 and 2025.

throuple  
noun  [ thruhp-uhl ]  

three people who are engaged or  

married to one another, or involved  

as romantic partners.

forest bathing 
noun [ fawr-ist bey-thing ]


the practice of being in nature, especially 

an area with trees, as an act of sensory 

immersion undertaken for physiological 

and psychological health benefits.

chair yoga

noun [ chair yoh-guh ]



a form of yoga in which modified postures 

and breathing exercises are performed 

while seated or with the support of a chair.

metaverse

noun [ met-uh-vurs ]



Digital Technology. (in science fiction) a 

shared, realistic, and immersive computer 

simulation of the real world or other 

possible worlds, in which people 

participate as digital avatars.



wabi-sabi 
noun [ wah-bee-sah-bee ]


a Japanese aesthetic concept that finds 

beauty and serenity in objects, 

landscapes, designs, etc., that are simple, 

imperfect, and impermanent.

      hamburger menu 
noun [ ham-bur-ger men-yoo ]
 


     kebab menu 
noun [ kuh-bob men-yoo ]   

Digital Technology. an icon or graphic 
consisting of a stack of three short 
horizontal lines, which reveals a list of 
options when tapped or clicked on.

Digital Technology. an icon or graphic 
consisting of three dots arranged 
vertically, which reveals a list of 
options when tapped or clicked on.

cottagecore

noun [ kot-ij-kawr ]



an aesthetic or imagery inspired by an old-

fashioned, rural lifestyle, characterized by 

rustic décor and fashion, a revival of 

traditional handicrafts, etc.


